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clearance reams, and a total of83 national
sta!f. The survey reams will then concentrate
their efforts on any remaining dangerous
areas in the Tavildara region and expand
their activities into Gona Badakshan,
which is rhe next priority area on the Tajik
Mine Action Plan. It is planned char rhe
clearance reams will starr on priority sires
idenrified during the survey of rhe
Tavildara region, as defined by the Tajik
Mine Action Cell, which is being established
chis year by rhe Tajik authorities wirh the
assistance ofthe United Nations Develop men r
Program (UNDP). Forckarance teams to be
deployed to the priority sires, iris viral char
sufficient funds a re secured by the end of
this year to enable rhe equipment to be
purchased and imported by February
2004. This will enable a full seaso n of
survey and clearance activities ro go ahead.
Capacity building is a major consideration for the FSD, who is working
closely with the government of rhe Re-

public of Tajikistan co establish a
sustainable, Nat ional Mine Action
capacity, ensuring the transfer of
knowledge ar all levels, from explosive
ordnance disposal (EOD) operators to
management positions. With continued
s upport from the FSD and OSCE,
Tajikistan is hoping to become mine-free
in the ncar furure. 1
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Conclusion
As expecred, rhe recent conflict
brought serious humanitarian concerns
to rhe civilian population of Iraq. Large
amounts of explosive remnants of war
(ERW) such as artillery shells, grenades,
mortar bombs, clusrer bombs and other
submunirions, rockers and missiles lefr in
residential areas cause rhe number of victims ro increase daily. Those dedicated
to helping these victims must first creare
a means of keeping rrack of the number
of vicrims and the nature of their injuries. Their second concern is finding a
secure way in which to deliver or admin-

ister medical or mental assistance. Finally,
they must train Iraqi specialists, medical
workers, and civilians in their various areas
to help reach the ultimate goal of a selfsufticienr Iraqi health care system. Despite
these hurdles, the UN and NGOs arc
slowly making progress in their efforrs co
heal the wounded in Iraq. 1
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For successful demining operations to occur, detailed data collection,
planning and assessments must be made in order to meet the expectations
of the many stakeholders involved in the demining process. This article
discusses the hierarchic approach of priority assessment for demining, using
a multicriteria analysis and geographic information system (GIS) support.
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Victim Assistance in Iraq, continued from page 82
continuing presence in central and southern Iraq since the first GulfWar in 1991 .
During their first few years in Iraq , rhey
provided monthly food storage and logistics to over 300,000 people per momh.
They also provided logistical support and
assistance ro orher U.N. Agencies.
CARE's work in Iraq began in the northern Kurdish regions ofDahuk, Erbil and
Sulaymaniyah and in parts of its central
and southern regions such as Anba1~ Babel,
Diayala and Najaf. A~ humanitarian need
became greater in the central and southern
regions during rhe mid-90s, CARE's focus
turned more toward providing these areas
with basic health care, clean water and
proper sanitation.

Hierarchic Approach to
Mine Action in Croatia
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The Republic of Croatia is one of the

I 0 most mine-contaminated countries in
rhe world. T here are almost 750,000
mines on 1,630 sq km of mine-suspected
areas . About 1 70 sq km arc actual
minefields, while the rest of the area is
contaminated with individual explosive
ordnance. Mine-affected areas have not
been used for years, pose a huge economic
problem a nd obstruct infrastru cture
development, reconstruction and return of
displaced persons to their normal lives. They
also pose a significant safety problem. In
particular, any activities carried out in minecontam inated areas significanrly threaten
human lives and material assets. It is
estimated that removing all rhe mines
in rhe Republic of Croa tia would cost
approximately $ 1.473 billion (U.S.) and
would require 10 years of intensive work.
Recent experiences indicate char the
demining process is a "complex, slow and
expensive job." Nevertheless, efforts have
been aimed ar increasing the efficacy of
demi ning activities, while still avoiding
human casualties. Even small demining
cost-reductions present big savings, in
an abso lu te sense, and on numerous
occas ions, overva lue investment a nd
eventual methodological improvements.
A good example includes an initiative
for implementing" a new methodological

approach based o n GIS and multicriteria
analysis for planning and operation of
human demining. Lack of finances
influences the definition of priorities for
mine removal-assessing which rerrirories
offer the greatest potential benefit if the
mines are removed. Clearly, such territories
should be de-contaminated fi rst.
T he international community noticed
that humanitarian mine action in C roatia
presents problems and has been offering
help. In 1996, it established the United
Nations Mine Action Center (UN MAC)
with the mission of implementing
humanitarian demining in Croatia and
collecting data on detected and suspected
minefields. By the e nd of 1998, the
mandate ofUNMAC in Croatia ended,
but almost immediately the Croatian
Mine Action Center (CROMAC) was
established. CROMAC developed
in tense and efficient counrer-mine acrion.
By the end of the 1990s, Croatia became
the primary donor for humanitarian mine
action operations. It comribures almost 80
percent of coral funds for a nnu al
"Demining Plans" with irs own finances
from the state budget and World Bank
loans. In order to satisfY ever-growing
stakeholders' interests and due to the lack
of finances for demining operat ions,
CROMAC's management was forced to
divide demining projects. At that time,
the lack of priority coord inatio n and
rhe failure co meet the needs of
stakeholders was noticed, namely
freque nt confli ct situa tions that were
sufficient motive to start research for
new methodological approaches.
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Background
As stated in a 2002 report, the
existing sys t em for developing the
n a tiona! mine action plan and fOr identifYing
priority tasks in Croatia has evolved over time. 1
In the immediate post-war period, mine
clearance was seen as an integral part of
the reconstruction effort and priorities for
survey and clearance were determined by
plans for reco nstruction, the rerum of
refugees and displaced persons and
spec ial projects to upgrade rhe national
infrastructure (such as clearing the Sava
River). M ine clearance was "demand-led"
in irs initial phases a nd, in general, the
priorities were dear. However, the problem
of idenrifying priorities became more
diffi cult once the most pressing issues
were addressed. The report scares
rhar""ro some outside observers, including
donors, it was unclear how priorities were
being established within each county,
whether politicians in the differenr
counties were setting p rioriries based on
similar criteria, and the degree to which
socio-economic factors were considered
when setting priori ties. " Conflicts among
human demining objectives occur often,
and they usually involve ou rside objectives
conflicting with objectives generated
within rhe system. The conflicts are chen
transferred to the criteria. This inconsistency of the crite ri a led to t h e
impl ementation of multicriteria analysis
because "classical" methods, including
intu itive decision-making, can nor
determine rhe optimal solution for the
humanitarian demining problems. Therefore, in 200 I , CROMAC, in collaboration
with rhe Faculty of Civil Engineering at the
University of Spli t, developed a hierarchic
approach for rhe dem ining prob lem in
Croaria. W ithi n rhc pilot p roject for
Sisacko-Moslavacka
County,
a
multicriteria analysis method was applied
in order ro provide an objective approach
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to humanitarian mine action in Croatia,
whicb is characterized by tbe fact that 14
of its 21 counties are endangered by
minefields (See Figure 1).
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Hierarchic Approach in
Priority Assessment for
Humanitarian Demining
In developing a hierarchic approach
in humanitarian demining, participants
must consider different approaches at
different decision levels. Due to tbe characteristics of humanitarian demining in
Croatia, the multi-level approach was
developed. Fo r different problem levels,
a special algorithm for evaluation
criteria and actions (solutions) was
developed. This means that for the
eacb decision level, a separate "action set"
is created (projects for demining of sociopolitical LUllts, such as cow1ties, mLUticipalities,
villages, minefields, homogenous areas, etc.).
Such sets are evaluated by applying
multicriteria analysis. "This actually
means that:
At the strategic level, problems
should be treated at the state level;
therefore, co unties are a logical set of
actions evaluated by multicriteria analysis.
Alternatively, at the state level, homogenous
zones can be defined as a set of actions
that will be ranked according to the
demining priorities related to the basic
state orientations (to urism, energetic
zones, water supply zones, transportation,
valuable ecological areas, fire- endangered

areas, areas that are under special state
auspices, etc.).
At the tactical level, problems should
be treated at the county (or canton) level,

According to the available parameters
on the area ofSisacko-Moslavacka County,
640 minefields were registered. By terrain
surveying, as well as by identification of
suspicious areas, a digitized database was
created containing all mine-contaminated
and suspicious areas wirh 72 polygons on
11 municipalities in total. Regarding the
fact that all aforementioned polygons
were not homogenou s, and it was
impossible to make them homogenous by
applying some simple procedure, it was
decided that being part of the certain
municipality should be a criteria for
polygon joining. For example, when
forming a set of actions (projects) ro be
ranked
and
analyzed,
multicriteria analysis should be
applied in order to determine
Strategic level
the optimal options for ris k
- state level
reduction. Such an approach
is reasonable b ecause municipalities are the smalles t
Tactical level
territorial and political units
- coWlly level
that are involved in the
evaluation of optimal policies
for risk reduction.
According ro the project
Operative level
- municipality level demands and in order to ensure
all releva nt data and enable
straightforward generation of
1 Figure2: Layout of the hierarchic approach in demining
operations in Croatia.
more general data, GIS,
containing various thematic
Within rhe pilot project for Sisacko- laye rs, was created. ArcView and
Moslavacka County, the multicriteria so me other
analysis was applied at the tactical level.
Environmental Systems Research
N ame ly, ranking mine-endange red Institute (ESRI) tools that enable more
m unicipalities was performed in order to complex spatial data analysis were used.
check the above mentioned approach in When analyzing the problem, the following
practice, and to judge its convenience for problem characteristics were eva! uated:
other decision levels. In the following
• High demining price
section, the same basic extractions from
• Conflict of interests
th e pilot project, "App lication of
• Hierarchic nature of the problem
Multicriteria Analysis to the Hwnanitarian
(several solution levels)
Mine Action Problem" are given.
Within the project, the following
objectives were defined:
Pilot Project for Sisacko• Establishment of more objective
Moslavacka County
criteria for the evaluation of demining
priority (i.e., optimal po licies for risk
Regarding available data and the
reduction)
reality of the humani tarian demining
• Gathering of all relevant data
problem, it was decided that the pilot
• Modelling of the decision process
project rake place in Sisacko-Moslavacka
that is acceptable to the majority ofthe groups,
County, and municipalities of the county
which generally have conflict interests
would be treated as homogenous zones
• Involvement of more groups in rhe
that wou ld be ranged according to the
decision
process
agreed criteria.

level (minefields, demining com pany
selection , selection of technologi cal
support, etc.).
For the different problem levels a
particular "criteria set" for multicriteria
evaluation has to be evaluated. However,
Hungary
for each decision level, expert teams from
the Mine Action Center (MAC) have to
make the criteria set more detailed,
tailoring it to the characteristic demands
Serbia
for that particular level, as well as to the
and
Monte Negro expectations of the "partners" in th e
decision process. For example:
• The strategic decision level is
Bosnia
characterized by using macroeconomic
and
and other global paramete rs and by
Herzegovi na
coordinating with strategic partners
such as governments, competent ministries
and international organizations.
• The tactical level is characterized
by an approach that favo rs those
I Figure 1: Layout of
parameters that are the most important
mine-contaminated
for a particular county's development, as
counties in Croatia.
well as parameters that are important for
so the municipalities are defined accord- political stability and population satisfacing to a logical set of actions evaluated tion (understandable and global criteria
by multicriteria analysis. Alternatively, that apprehend personal interests of each
ar the county level, bomogenous zones inhabitant, especially in areas where there
can be defined according to a set of are possibilities for national conflicts, or
actions that will be ranked according conflict caused by ratio of domicile and
to the demining priorities related to the new inhabitants, ere.). At the tactical
basic counties' orientations. Generally, at level, partners that have to be included
tbis level, homogenous zones can be in the discussion about criteria are sociodefined according to the criteria that political organizations of counties,
concerns:
refugee associations, as well as important
• Terrain characteristics (s lope , infrastructure systems and public
petrology, accessibility), and supposed corporations (waterworks, electro-works,
minefield characteristics (de nsity, risk telecommunications, big agricultural
degree, information reliability, mine types) system, etc.). At this level, various donors
• Socio-economic parameters such as can participate as partners in discussions
demographic d ata (aging structure, as well.
nationality, family structure), economic
• The operational decision level is
parameters (basic economy mainstay of characterized by the micro-approach
population, employment, average income, related to the technological characteristics,
potential of the area, expected positive as well as economic parameters in the
effect after demining, ere.)
case of valorization of each project or
• Political parameters such as direct demining company. At the operational
intervention from state level or donors level, the partners are municipal organi(for example, return of refugees, areas zations, bigger corporations, d emining
under special state auspices, boundary companies' delegations, etc.
areas, etc.)
For each decision level, the relevant
• Legislative parameters (for instance, data within the G IS is generated or
pro perry structure, general purpose of the expert teams are being formed for
area, etc.)
evaluation of those parameters that
• At the operational level, the problem cannot be eval uated from GIS (for
should be treated at the demining project example, estimation of the number of
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refugees that will come back if an area is
dem ined, or estimation of costs or
benefits from demining operation). Figure
2 shows the sc hematic layout of th e
hi erarchic approach, so the situation of
money distribution at the strategic level
for demining 14 mine-endangered counties
can be simulated using results from
multicriteria analysis. At the tactical level,
the county distributes finances to the
endangered municipalities-again based
on multicriteria analysis. At the operative
level, the municipality distributes approved
funds to particular projects for settlements
or infrastructure based on irs own criteria,
and results of the multicriteria analysis.

..,
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As the solving methodology, the
following compromised s t eps are
worked out:
• System approach in problem
characteristics definicion
• Provi ding of relevant data for
numerical process by GIS
• Support system
• Modelling of rhe decision process
• Multicriteria analysis for making
objective of the subjective demands
(approaches)
According to the fact that during the
evaluation of the optimal policies for risk
reduction, several groups are involved in
the decision process, the activities in rhe
process of problem solving were defined:
• Defining of the characteristics,
namely, of the set of the activities and set
of the criteria (problem scope definition)
• Bringing together the sets of
action and criteria with "par tners" in the
dec ision process (usually, some of the
criteria are added due to the partner's
insistence during the group decisionmaking)
• Definition of the criteria weight
and preference types for each criterion
• Negotiating criteria weights in the
iterative process
• Definition of the alternative
scena rios of the criteria weight
assessment, assessing more weight
to rhe certain criterion g roup
• Model (numerical) problem solving
and presenting of numerical and graphical
results of ranked actions (of min eco ntaminated areas) by the Preference
Ranking Organization Method for
Enrichment Evaluations (PROMETHEE
method)
• Sensitivity analysis, namely, stability
checking of the set of the criteria weight
scenarios
• Usage of GAIA (Geo metrical
Analysis for Interactive Aid) method for
rhe visualization of the problem characteristics via geometrical representation
• Presentation of the multicriteria
analysis results to the participants in
the decision-making process, as well
as numerica l so lving of the addi tiona!
scenarios (criteria weight variations as
the results of negotiation)
• Elaboration of mu l t icriteria
analysis results including verbal and

grap hi ca l interpretation of rhe
obtained ranks
Figure 3 s h ows a sc h ema ti c
procedure, which co nt a in s GIS
analysis as a first step and evaluation of
relevant criteria presented as thematic
layers. For the cri teria that can be spatially presented, using GIS analysis,
concrete numerical values as input for
multicriteria analysis are being evaluated.
For the criteria that ca nno t be
ge nerated by GIS analys is, an expert
te am evaluation and mathematical
estimation were performed. For example,
by using data from "mine records" from
both parries involved in the war conflict,
it is estimated rhar on the territory of this
co unty, 30,506 mines are placed24,887 of which can be iden rified on the
already known minefields in eight
municipalities. For 5,623 mines, location
is unknown, so the most plausible solution
is that they are placed on rhe territory of
II mine-endangered municipalities or
less likely, on the territories of other municipalities in the county that currently
are nor contaminated with mines. Figure
4 shows the territory that presents possible
contact of population and UXO. T he
obtained area prese nts an "objective
estimated risk" for the domestic population
calculated by multiplying rhe number of
inhabitants of serrlemenr that is within,
or on, rhe border of min e-s uspected
areas w ith an average population density
on the study area.
The value of infrastructu re parameters, which is situated o n suspected
minefields, is calculated indirecrly as
well (i .e., around digitized installation

in frastructure, a I 00
R E~I"LTS
meter double-sided buffer
E\"AI.IJA TION Of
Tiff Of MINfNG
is determined, and after
PRJ ORin" POUC\
that by implementation
of "geoprocessing function" an intersection area
of minefields and
i nfia.srrucnue installation is
determined). In a similar
manner, for the minecontaminated areas of
each of the II analyzed
municipalities, rhe values
of estimated parameter
values for other criteria are
evaluated (roads, agriculture areas, forests, parks of
nature, etc.-see Figure 5).
During multicriteria
analysis for each of the
criteria, the weights were
assigned by the stakeholder involved in
rhe decision process. Namely, it is important to involve representatives of
social and political associations from
the m unicipalities' territory, which are
included in the priority ranking, in
order to obtain results rhar wou ld be
accepted by them as optimal ones.
For th e numerical parr of
multicriteria analysis, two me thod s,
PROMETHEE and GAIA "Decision
Lab 2000," are used. Iris the commercial name of software distributed by
"Visual Decision" from Canada.
Contem porary archi t ec ture of this
sofnvare, based on the Decision Support
System (DSS) enables comfortable work
and widespread support for the decisionmaking processes.

• Figure 4: Layout of possible contact of population and UXO.

• Figure3: Layout of the methodology for
optimal policies fpr ri sk reduction in min~
contaminated areas.

CRITERIA US!D IN CIS ANALY$1So

Layout of mine risk m parks ofnallre, e1c
Layout of mine risk in forest
Layout of mine risk of energetic and telecanmunicauon in~
Layout of mine risk on agiculture fields
Layout of mine risk of water supply systems
Layout of mine risk on roads
Layout of density oflocated mines
Population on mine contaminated areas
Mlne conurninated areas
Communities
Tapology map

A large part of the information, most
of w hich is possible ro v is u alize
(graphs, var io us co lored diagrams )
gives the decis io n-maker a complete
insight into the problem characteristics
and possible results of various problemsolving scenarios. Table 1 presents
results of the num erical" ana lys is for
Sisacko-Mosla vacka County by the
PROMETHEE method. For example,
look at rhe evaluated ranks that present
priority assessment for the 11 contaminated
municipalities (presented results are not the
final optimal solution).
Achieved synthetic parameter "Phi"
presents valorization of priorities based
on defined cr i ter ia and weighting
coefficients. Table 1 shows that municipality Slunj is ranked first and represents

• Figure 5: Layout of intersection area of mine fi elds and infrastructure installau

demining priority because the total Phi
value of 0.5364 dominates the secondranked municipality, Petrinja, with Phi
value of 0.3077. Follow the ranks of
other municipalities to the last one,
municipa lity Gvozd with negative
priority value Ph i -0.2397.
Syn thetic parameter Phi is very convenient for the expression of differences
or defi nition of priority "power," so it
can be used for the determination of
demining funds relations of each
municipality. Fo r example, if someone
wants to distribute the total amount of
money" to the top four ranked
m u n icipaliries, the proportion of rh e
distribution can be based on Phi indicator
value (Figure 6).
Figure 7 shows the layo ut of the
relations between crite ria obtained by
GAIA software, namely by application
of principal component analysis for Phi
values for each criterion. Insight into
the criteria relations is important for
understanding the problem and recognition
of the correlation berween different criteria
parameters. As Figure 7 shows, ir is easy
ro notice criteria with a high degree of
correlation and criteria in conflicting positions.

Conclusions
T he developed hierarchic approach
of priority assessment for demining,
using multicri reria analysis and GIS
support, illustrated the possibility of
objective valorizat ion in humanitarian
demining that is acceptable for most
stakeholders in the decision process. The
relatively small costs of data collection,
editing and analysis with simple co ntrol
and transparency through all hierarchic
levels, as well as involvement of all
stakeholders (directly o r indirectly) in
the decision process, g ive s uch an
approac h an ad vantage co mpa red to
the other methods being used.•

Phi Plus

MUNICIPALITIES
DVOR
GLINA
DUBICA
PETRINJA
SISAK
SUNJA
TOPUSKO
KOSTAJNICA
JASENOVAC
NOVSKA
GVOZD

O,IR30

O,J07R
0 ,0657
0,3888
0,1043
U.Sl503
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• Table 1: Municipalities
ranked.
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